
Statistical Reports in the Magruder Program 
 
Statistical reports are available for each sample through “LAB PORTAL” with laboratory log in and on the 
Magruder web site.  Review the instruction steps 11 through 13 under the “Data Entry Instructions” link on how 
to access reports with laboratory log in through “LAB PORTAL”. 
 
There are general reports and lab specific reports for each sample.  The general reports compare all laboratory 
results.  The lab specific reports are referred to as “Report Cards” and compares individual lab results to 
consensus values.  The reports compare laboratory results for a particular analyte or method.  The first three 
numbers in the method code defines the analyte and the last two numbers define the method (see method code 
list on web site).  The analyte reports evaluate all results for the analyte regardless of method performed.  This 
is the data to be used to evaluate a laboratories proficiency in testing a particular analyte.  The method reports 
evaluate results for a specific method and are suited to evaluate and compare different methods used for an 
analyte.  Following is a description of the contents of the various reports. 
 

Robust Statistics 
 
Outlying results can affect the mean and standard deviation which are critical parameters used to evaluate 
individual lab results.  Robust statistics are recommended by International Harmonized Protocols for 
proficiency testing.  This statistical approach avoids the effect of outlying data so more appropriate values for 
mean and standard deviation (SD) can be obtained.  These values are referred to as robust mean and robust SD.  
The first step with robust statistic calculation is to remove extreme outlier results.  The number of labs used in 
robust calculations in the reports is the number of labs used after removing extreme outliers.  Remaining outlier 
results are then normalized to assigned percentiles of the data prior to determining mean and standard deviation. 
 
Magruder z scores are used to show a normalized value for how close a lab result was to the robust mean in 
comparison to the robust SD.  If the lab result was equal to the robust mean, z is 0.  If the lab result was one 
robust SD below or above the robust mean, z is -1 or +1 respectively.  If the lab result was two robust SDs 
below or above the robust mean, z is -2 or +2 respectively.  Lab results with a z score between -2 and +2 are 
acceptable and shown in green.  Z scores less than -3 and greater than +3 are shown in red and indicate the lab 
result was much different than other lab results and requires some action from the laboratory to correct 
laboratory procedures.  Z scores between -3 and +3, but less than -2 and greater than +2, are shown in orange 
and indicate the lab result was slightly different than other lab results and is a warning that the laboratory should 
watch that procedure more carefully in their lab.   
 

Investigational Allowance 
 
The reports compare a laboratory’s result to the central tendency (mean) and variation (standard deviation) of 
results from other participating laboratories for an analyte or method using robust statistics as recommended by 
the International Harmonized Protocols for proficiency testing.  Laboratories have another range that can be 
used to evaluate fertilizer analyses.  The American Association of Plant Food Control Officials (AAPFCO) 
defines an accepted variance for laboratory results around a guaranteed analyte concentration that is called the 
Investigational Allowance (IA).  Guaranteed concentrations are presented on the reports but often times the 
actual concentration can be quite different from the guarantee.  Therefore, IA for data evaluation on reports is 
determined at the robust mean for all results of an analyte (analyte value) rather than the guaranteed 
concentration and is referred to as “IA at analyte value”.  Individual lab results are compared to analyte value 
and IA.  A lab result is noted with an asterisk on All Labs Proficiency reports or square bracket on Lab Report 
Cards if the result is less than the analyte value minus the IA.  
 
 

 



All Labs Proficiency Reports 
 
Analyte Reports 
 
The Analyte Statistical Summary report contains a statistical summary of results for each analyte tested in the 
program (see below).  The first two columns identify the analyte with the first three numbers in the method code 
in the first column.  The analyte numbers are highlighted in green if the analyte is guaranteed in the sample.  
The concentration that the manufacturer guarantees the analyte is shown in parentheses containing the unit 
reported for results. 
 

 
 
The subsequent columns show various measurements of central tendency and variation of results reported for 
each analyte.  Raw and robust describe the method in which the values were determined.  Raw mean and SD 
were calculated with all laboratory results.  Robust mean and SD were calculated using robust statistics to avoid 
the effect of outlying data (see section entitled Robust Statistics). 
 
The IA defines a range around the guaranteed concentration accepted by AAPFCO for a laboratory result to 
occur before the concentration could be stated to be lower or higher than the guaranteed value.  This AAPFCO 
accepted variance is shown for guaranteed analytes as “IA at analyte value”.  The IA is determined at the robust 
mean of the analyte rather than the guaranteed concentration since the actual concentration in the sample is 
often different than the guarantee. 
 
There are three measures of relative standard deviation (%RSD = SD/mean x 100) that evaluates the variation 
of data around the central mean.  One is a measure of the laboratory results using robust mean and standard 
deviation (Robust %RSD).  The other is a measure of the IA variation around the robust mean (IA %RSD).  The 
IA is defined as two times the allowed standard deviation.  Thus, IA %RSD is half the IA divided by the robust 
mean times 100.  The last is a widely accepted measure of a normalized variation independent of analyte, 



matrix, and method (Horwitz %RSD).  The average range (R-bar) shows the average difference between two 
replicate results reported from each lab. 
 
The Analyte All Tests Report contains all lab values sorted by analyte (see below).  As in the statistical 
summary, guaranteed analytes have the guaranteed concentration shown in parentheses and the analyte group 
number is shown in green.  The average and range of two replications reported from each lab is shown for each 
analyte in ascending order.  The lab code identifies the lab providing the result and next to last column identifies 
the method used.  The robust mean, SD, average range of two replicates, and #labs are shown under Method 
Values column grouping.  The last column shows if a lab result was rejected from robust calculations if 
duplicate values were too far apart (=1) or result was an extreme outlier (=2).  The rejected results are shown 
last in the grouped data for each analyte. 
 

 
 
The Magruder z score is shown for each lab result.  Values between -2 and +2 are acceptable and shown in 
green.  Values less than -2 or greater than +2 are shown in orange or red and denote the laboratory result 
deviated from the population of other lab results and should alert the laboratory to evaluate their procedures 
carefully.  An orange denotes a warning with z scores between -3 and -2 or +2 and +3.  Red denotes action 
required since the lab value deviated significantly from other lab results with z score less than -3 or greater than 
+3.  Any lab value that is less than the analyte value minus the IA is denoted with an asterisk. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Method Reports 
 
The Individual Method Performance Summary report begins with summary statistics of results grouped by 
method performed for each analyte (see below).  As with the Analyte Statistical Summary report, green method 
codes identify guaranteed analytes with guaranteed concentrations shown in parentheses after the text 
description of the method.  The statistical values include raw statistics, robust statistics, and IA values that were 
described in the section on the Analyte Reports.  The Method report groups data by methods performed for each 
analyte.  This is the report that can be used to evaluate and compare different methods used for an analyte. 
 

 
 
 
 
For guaranteed analytes, the IA at analyte value is determined at the robust mean for the analyte as reported on 
the analyte proficiency report.  The IA %RSD is the AAPFCO allowed variance of results for an analyte with 
respect to the robust mean of results for a specific method.  The IA is defined as two times the allowed standard 
deviation.  Thus, IA %RSD is half the IA divided by the robust mean times 100.  This value can be compared to 
the Robust %RSD, which is the relative variation of laboratory values for a method, and the Horwitz %RSD, 
which is the expected variation defined by the Horwitz equation at the robust mean for the method.  The robust 
mean, robust RSD, and number of labs in robust calculation can be compared across different methods of an 
analyte to compare method performance. 
 
The Method All Tests Report includes all lab values grouped by method along with robust statistics for the 
method (see below).  As in the statistical summary, guaranteed analytes have the guaranteed concentration 
shown in parentheses and the method group number is shown in green.  The average and range of two 
replications reported from each lab is shown for each method in ascending order.  The lab code identifies the lab 
providing the result.  The robust mean, SD, average range of two replicates, and #labs are shown under Method 



Values column grouping.  The last column shows if a lab result was rejected from robust calculations if 
duplicate values were too far apart (=1) or result was an extreme outlier (=2).  The rejected results are shown 
last in the grouped data for each method. 
 

 
 
The Magruder z score is shown for each lab result.  Values between -2 and +2 are acceptable and shown in 
green.  Values less than -2 or greater than +2 are shown in orange or red denotes the laboratory result deviated 
from the population of other lab results and should alert the laboratory to evaluate their procedures carefully.  
An orange denotes a warning with z scores between -3 and -2 or +2 and +3.  Red denotes action required since 
the lab value deviated significantly from other lab results with z score less than -3 or greater than +3.  Any lab 
value that is less than the analyte value minus the IA is denoted with an asterisk. 
 
A Threshold %RSD for a lab’s result is shown in the next to last column and is a value in addition to the Z score 
that can be used to evaluate the laboratory’s proficiency with a particular method.  The Z score is calculated 
from the mean and standard deviation of other lab values.  The Z score evaluates how close the lab’s value 
came to the robust mean for the method with respect to the variability of all results for that method.  If the 
variability of the other results was very good, the lab’s Z score may be less than -2 or greater than +2 but the lab 
result may still be close enough to the mean to be acceptable with regards to a variability accepted by the lab 
and their clients.  The Threshold %RSD shown in the next to last column value is the variability of a population 
of values that would yield a Z score of -2 or +2 for the individual lab value.  The advantage of the Threshold 
%RSD is that it evaluates how close the lab’s value is to the robust mean of the method regardless of the 
variability of the other lab values.  The Threshold %RSD can be compared to an accepted %RSD for the 
method such as a lab’s intralaboratory variation, Horwitz %RSD, or the IA %RSD from AAPFCO-allowed 
interlaboratory variation.   
 
 
 



 
Lab Report Cards 

 
Analyte Proficiency 
 
The Analyte Report Card (see below) for a lab evaluates the lab’s value compared to all other lab values for an 
analyte regardless of method.  This is the appropriate comparison to evaluate laboratory proficiency in 
determining analyte concentration in the sample according to the International Harmonized Protocol for 
proficiency testing.  The analyte group number is shown in the first column and is green for analytes guaranteed 
in the sample.  Guaranteed concentration of analytes is shown in parentheses with the unit of measurement.  The 
next to last column shows the method performed with the method code. 
 

 
 
 
 
Robust statistics for all values for the analyte are shown in the column grouping entitled Analyte Values.  The 
last column displays a code denoting if the lab value was used in the robust statistic calculation (0) or if the 
value was not used due to replicates being too far apart (1) or lab value being an extreme outlier (2). 
 
The lab value and range of replicates are shown in the third and fourth columns, respectively.  If the lab result 
was less than the analyte value minus the IA, the lab value is shown in square brackets.  Magruder Z scores are 
shown that evaluates the lab value with respect to the robust mean for the analyte and variation of other lab 
values.  If the lab value is close to the robust mean with respect to variation from other labs, Z scores lie 
between -2 and +2 and are shown in green.  Lab values not close to the robust mean with respect to variation 
from other labs have Z scores less than -2 and greater than +2 and are shown in orange or red.  The preceding 
section entitled Robust Statistics has a fuller explanation on interpreting Z scores.   
 
The second page of the Analyte Report Card contains a box and whisker plot that provides a graphical display 
of the lab’s Z score compared to the population of Z scores from all other labs for the analyte (see below).  The 
lab Z score is shown as a solid black circle.  The middle horizontal line in the box is the median Z score of all 
other lab values.  The bottom and top of the box are the 25 and 75 percentiles of the Z scores, respectively, of 
all lab values.  The bottom and top of the lines are the 5 and 95 percentiles, respectively, of all lab values.  The 
upper x axis displays the method used by the lab as the method code.  Method codes in brackets denote a 



guaranteed analyte.  The lower x axis displays the number of lab values considered in the population of values 
producing the box and whisker.  The table next to the plot shows the analytes guaranteed in the sample along 
with the analyte value and IA. 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Method Proficiency 

 
The Method Report Card for a lab evaluates the lab’s value compared to all other lab values for a specific 
method to test an analyte (see below).  The first column contains the method code and is shown in green for 
analytes guaranteed in the sample.  Guaranteed concentrations are shown in parenthesis with the measurement 
unit next to the name and method in the second column. 
 

 
 
Robust statistics for all values for the method used to determine the analyte concentration are shown in the 
column grouping entitled Method Values.  The last column displays a code denoting if the lab value was used in 
the robust statistic calculation (0) or if the value was not used due to replicates being too far apart (1) or lab 
value being an extreme outlier (2). 
 
The lab value and range of replicates are shown in the third and fourth columns, respectively.  If the lab result 
was less than the analyte value minus the IA, the lab value is shown in square brackets.  Magruder Z scores are 
shown that evaluates the lab value with respect to the robust mean for the method and variation of other lab 
values.  If the lab value is close to the robust mean with respect to variation from other labs, Z scores lie 
between -2 and +2 and are shown in green.  Lab values not close to the robust mean with respect to variation 
from other labs have Z scores less than -2 and greater than +2 and are shown in orange or red.  The preceding 
section entitled Robust Statistics has a fuller explanation on interpreting Z scores. 
 
A poor Z score may not always mean poor laboratory performance with a method.  This can occur with methods 
having a small variation in other lab values.  A %RSD Threshold value is shown for the laboratory value for 
each method which is a measure of how close the laboratory’s value came to the robust method mean that is 
independent of variation of other lab results.  If the %RSD Threshold is less than a %RSD accepted by the lab 
and it’s client, the laboratory value for the method can be considered adequate.  Accepted %RSD values by the 
lab may be intralaboratory variation, Horwitz %RSD, or the IA %RSD.  Further explanation of %RSD 
Threshold is provided in the section describing All Labs Report for method proficiency. 
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